Good Choice!
Circle the healthy food choice.

1. Carrot
2. Yogurt
3. Apple
Food Fun!

Circle the one that doesn’t belong.

4. [Broccoli, Fried Eggs, Onion, Carrots]
5. [Cheese, Milk, Ice Cream, Watermelon]
6. [Apple, Banana, Shoe, Strawberry]
Counting Fun!
Circle the plates that have more.
Food Fun!

Circle the biggest pepper.

Circle the smallest tomato.

Circle the longest carrot.
A-MAZE-ING Spaghetti!

Trace the noodle to get to the meatball.
Make a Meal!

Draw the meal you like best.
Look for these other great products from Learning Resources®:
LER 2642 School Set
LER 9069 Emergency Rescue Set